ABSTRACT. 
I. Introduction
The reactivity of transition-metal-NO complexes is different than the reactivity of isoelectronic transition-metal-CO complexes, [1] [2] [3] [4] and there is interest in the chemistry of these molecules because NO is an important signaling molecule in biological systems. 2, 3 Recent work has shown that irradiation of some transition-metal-NO complexes leads to structural isomers that may be involved in neurotransmission and cancer reduction. [5] [6] [7] The photophysical properties of transition-metal-NO complexes, such as [Fe(CN) 5 (NO)] 2- , are also of interest because of long-lived metastable states that are promising for optical data storage. [8] [9] [10] [11] The unusual reactivity of transition-metal-NO complexes is attributed to the unpaired electron on the NO radical. 1, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] The NO ligand usually binds to transition-metals with a linear MNO bond angle yet may also bind in a bent geometry (120-170°). 1, 4 A shift from a linear to bent geometry is accompanied by a shift in electron spin density from the metal to the NO ligand. This unusual characteristic is regularly cited in inorganic chemistry textbooks and is key to the thermal and photochemical reactivity of transition-metal-NO compounds. 1, [18] [19] [20] Recent work has also shown that at least 80 transition-metal-NO complexes possess ground state structural isomers with isonitrosyl (M-ON) or side-on nitrosyl ligands (η 2 -NO). 9 Figure 1 shows the differences in geometry, back-bonding and M-NO angle between the structures.
Stable transition-metal-NO complexes have either linear-or bent-NO ligands, whereas ON and η 2 -NO metastable structures are formed by visible irradiation of stable compounds. The photochemical formation of ON and η 2 -NO complexes is well-established. [8] [9] [10] [11] 21, 22 It has also been suggested that visible irradiation of linear-NO complexes leads to the formation of a triplet bent-NO excited state, 23, 24 but a bent-NO excited state has never been directly observed. 9 In this study, we use ultrafast timeresolved infrared (IR) spectroscopy to examine the excited state structures and dynamics of a model transition-metal-NO complex, Co(CO) 3 (NO). We observe two bent-NO excited state complexes and their dynamics for the first time but find no evidence for either the ON or η 2 -NO isomers. We have used density functional theory (DFT) modeling to calculate the structures, frequencies, and energetics of the ground and excited state complexes. DFT analysis indicates that 400-nm irradiation of Co(CO) 3 (NO) leads to the formation of a triplet excited state with a bent-NO ligand which decays in ca. 350 ps to form a bent-NO complex in the ground triplet state. This work provides the first direct evidence for photochemically induced bent-NO transition-metal complexes.
Co(CO) 3 (NO), a model transition-metal-NO complex, has a linear Co-NO bond in the electronic ground state (S 0 ). 4, 18, [23] [24] [25] The electronic absorption spectrum of Co(CO) 3 an excitation that leads to cleavage of either the Co-CO or the Co-NO bond. 26 The weak band, centered at 380 nm (σ 380 = 1.8 x 10 -18 cm 2 ), is attributed to a cobalt-to-nitrosyl (Co NO) charge-transfer transition. 26 Photochemical excitation into this band is proposed to lead to a geometry change to a bent-NO complex. 24 The relatively low intensity of the 380-nm band illustrates that the Co NO chargetransfer transition is a minor photochemical pathway. 25, 27 The differences between the linear-and bent-NO bonding modes of Co(CO) 3 (NO) are shown in the molecular orbital correlation diagram of the {CoNO} 10 structural unit predicted by Enemark and Feltham ( Figure 3 ). 23, 24 In the ground electronic state, the HOMO is the 4a 1 orbital, primarily a cobalt orbital, and the LUMO is the 4e orbital, the totally anti-bonding π-type molecular orbital that is primarily the cobalt d light corresponds to a 4a 1 4e transition, and upon promoting an electron to the 4e orbital, the relative energies of the 4e and 3e orbitals shift. The molecule then rearranges to lower the orbital energies and forms a triplet complex with a bent Co-NO bond angle. Note that this picture also predicts a change in the geometry of the entire structure from tetrahedral to pseudo-square planar. 24 Despite the molecular orbital arguments that photolysis of Co(CO) 3 (NO) results in the formation of a triplet bent-NO complex, there is debate in the literature regarding this mechanism. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] Gas phase studies suggest that visible photolysis of Co(CO) 3 (NO) results in the formation of an excited state of Co(CO) 3 (NO) with a bent Co-NO bond and a negatively charged NO ligand. 24 These authors also showed that visible irradiation of Co(CO) 3 (NO) in Lewis base solution (e.g.PPh 3 , AsPh 3 and pyridine) 4 results in associative photochemical substitution of a single CO, providing indirect evidence for a coordinatively unsaturated bent-NO complex. 24 However, the only photochemical reaction observed via IR studies of Co(CO) 3 (NO) in frozen matrices and in the gas phase is the dissociation of a CO or NO ligand. 25, 26, 29 The goal of this study is to determine whether a bent-NO complex is formed from visible photolysis of Co(CO) 3 (NO), and, if it is formed, to determine the mechanism for its formation.
II. Methods

A. Sample Preparation
Co(CO) 3 (NO) and spectroscopic grade hexane were purchased from Strem Chemicals Inc. and EMD Chemicals Inc., respectively. All samples were used without further purification. Dilute solutions of Co(CO) 3 (NO) in hexane were stable when exposed to air under ambient conditions.
B. Ultrafast Visible-pump, IR-probe Spectroscopy
The setup consists of a Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier (SpectraPhysics, Spitfire) that is seeded by a Ti:sapphire oscillator (SpectraPhysics, Tsunami) to produce a 1 kHz train of 100 fs pulses centered at 800 nm with an average pulse power of 0.9 mJ. The output of this system is split, and 30% of the output is used to generate 400 nm (1.6 µJ at sample) pump pulses. The remaining 70% is used to pump a homebuilt two-pass BBO based optical parametric amplifier (OPA), the output of which is mixed in a AgGaS 2 crystal to produce mid-IR probe pulses tunable from 3.0-6.0 µm with a 200 cm -1 spectral width and a ca. 100 fs pulse duration. The 400-nm pulses pass through a 25 cm silica rod, which stretches the pulses in time to 1 ps, and gives a cross correlation of the mid-IR and 400 nm pulses of 1.1 ps at the sample. The stretched 400 nm pulses are necessary in order to achieve high pump powers and low signal-to-noise without generating products due to multi-photon excitation. Further, the stretched pulses prevent artifacts resulting from nonlinear optical effects in the sample cell windows. A high pump power is particularly advantageous here because the Co NO charge transfer pathway is a minor pathway compared to photodissociation ( Figure 2 ).
The polarization of the 400 nm pump beam with respect to the mid-IR probe beam is held at magic angle (54.7 o ) to eliminate effects from rotational diffusion. A computer controlled translation stage 5 (Klinger) allows for variable time delays up to 800 ps between visible-pump and mid-IR-probe pulses.
The sample is flowed using a mechanical pump through a stainless steel cell (Harrick Scientific) fitted with 1.5-mm thick CaF 2 windows. The mid-IR probe and 400 nm pump beams are spatially overlapped at the sample and focused so that the beam diameters at the sample are 100 µm and 200 µm respectively. The sample cell is moved by computer controlled translational stages (Standa) after each measured spectrum so that absorptions are not altered because of photoproduct accumulating on the sample cell windows. Reference and signal mid-IR beams are sent along a parallel path through a computer controlled spectrograph with entrance slits set at 35 µm (Acton Research Corporation, SpectraPro-150) and detected by a 2x32 element MCT-array IR detector (InfraRed Associates, Inc.) and a high-speed signal acquisition system and data acquisition software (Infrared Systems Development
Corp.) with a resolution of ca. 3 cm -1 . Collected signals are averaged over 1000 laser shots to correct for shot-to-shot fluctuations. Differences in optical density (∆OD) as small as 5x10 -5 are observable after one second of data collection.
Kinetic data presented in this work result from spectra measured at time delays between 1 and 800 ps between the visible pump and mid-IR probe pulses. For each spectral feature, the kinetic data were determined by plotting the peak intensity at a single wavenumber as a function of delay time. The kinetic data were fit to sums of exponentials, convoluted with a Gaussian (FWHM = 1.1 ps) in order to accurately reflect the instrument response time using the Levenberg-Marquart method. All of the errors in the kinetic data are reported at 95% confidence intervals.
C. Density Functional Theory Modeling
Kohn-Sham Density Functional Theory (DFT) 30 calculations were performed with a development version of Q-Chem 3.1. 31 The BP86 functional 32, 33 was employed, as it generally gives satisfactory results for transition-metal systems. 34 The agreement between the calculated NO stretching frequency for Co(CO) 3 34, 36 An analysis of basis set and functional dependence of frequencies is provided in the SI. All calculations are reported using the 6-311+G(3df) [37] [38] [39] 
III. Results and Discussion
A. Ultrafast visible-pump, IR-probe spectroscopy of Co(CO) 3 (NO) in neat solution Figure 4 shows the ultrafast visible-pump, IR-probe spectra of Co(CO) 3 (NO) (A) in neat hexane solution, and the dynamics and peak assignments of the features are listed in Table 1 . Peak assignments are based on the observed kinetics and peak positions and the DFT analysis discussed in below. Figure   4a -4b show peaks in the NO stretching region, and Figure 4c shows peaks in the CO stretching region.
Features attributed to parent molecules (A) (1807, 2037 and 2100 cm -1 ) and 1 Co(CO) 2 (NO)(hexane) and Co(CO) 3 , are not shown here for clarity but are presented in the SI. 25, 29, 50 7
The spectra in Figure 4 show peaks that are not attributable to either of the CO-or NO-loss pathways that have been observed in past studies, 25, 29 The peak labeled D NO partially decays with a time constant of τ = 11 ± 1 ps (Table 1) Species B, C, and D have lower energy stretching frequencies than species A by 92, 113, and 52 cm -1 , respectively. Thus, any of these species could correspond to either a complex with an ON or a bent-NO ligand. 4, 9 Since none of these species have been observed in past studies, we have utilized DFT quantum chemical modeling to determine their structures, electronic states, energies, and harmonic frequencies.
B. Density Functional Theory Modeling
DFT calculations were used to identify species B, C, and D, and to determine the mechanism that was observed experimentally. The analysis presented herein focuses on static structures and the topography of relevant potential energy surfaces. An explicit, time-dependent simulation of the excited state dynamics following photoexcitation is not feasible because the dynamics are relatively slow (picothrough early nanosecond time scales) and involve multiple excited states. Furthermore, some of the key processes are spin-forbidden, and an explicit simulation would require the calculation of spin-orbit coupling 56,57 to an accuracy commensurate with the energies and couplings. Relevant potential energy surfaces will be used to offer qualitative arguments for the dynamics of the system. The resulting 9 picture, when compared to the experimental results presented above, lends considerable insight to the photochemical mechanism. Ultimately, we expect that both transitions will result in the same dynamics on the picosecond timescale, provided that the former transition is not dissociative. Note that this diagram is different from the MO diagram in Figure 3 , since DFT predicts the a 1 orbital is 8.2 kcal/mol below the HOMO. 23 The two pairs of degenerate frontier orbitals lead to four single-excitation excited states, discussed further below. Figure 8 shows that as the Co-N-O angle decreases into Cs symmetry, the 3e and 4e orbitals split into non-degenerate pairs, labeled a' and a''. In this staggered geometry the three CO groups are not arranged symmetrically; the angle between two of the CO ligands is slightly wider, creating a gap into which the NO can bend. Optimization of a structure in which the NO bends into the smaller gap between CO ligands was attempted but was unsuccessful as this structure is simply a distorted form of the structure in which the NO is bent into the larger gap. The convention throughout this work is that the positive bending coordinate signifies an NO that is bent so that it bisects the angle between the neighboring CO ligands and the negative bending coordinate denotes an NO ligand bent directly toward the third CO. The a' orbital stemming from the original 3e HOMO (blue) rises in energy, due to diminished π back-bonding. The a' and a'' orbitals stemming from the LUMO (red) decrease in energy as the Co-N-O angle decreases, suggesting that the lowest-lying singlet and triplet excited states (S 1 and T 1 ) will have distinctly different structures than the ground state (S 0 ).
Molecular orbital diagram of Co(CO) 3 (NO)
Figure
Structures & Harmonic Frequencies
Optimized molecular structures and harmonic frequencies were obtained for structural isomers of the parent compound (A) on the ground state potential, the lowest energy structures on the lowest-lying triplet (T 1 ) and singlet (S 1 ) excited state potentials, and the singlet and triplet CO-loss complexes. Figure 9 shows the optimized molecular geometries, and the key structural parameters, harmonic frequencies, and relative energies are listed in Table 2 .
CO-loss structures
Past studies have indicated that the most significant pathway upon 400 nm photolysis of Figure 9 shows the optimized geometries of the three ground state structural isomers-linear-NO, η 2 -NO and ON complexes 65 hereafter referred to as S 0 , η 2 -S 0 , and iso-S 0 , respectively. Both S 0 and iso-S 0 contain a linear (iso)nitrosyl group, whereas the Co-NO bond angle in the η 2 -S 0 complex is strongly bent (85 o ) so that it bisects two of the CO ligands. The iso-S 0 and η 2 -S 0 structures are 42.0 and 38.4
Ground State Structural Isomers and Lowest Excited State Structures
kcal/mol higher in energy than S 0 . The NO stretching frequencies of both isomers are red-shifted from the corresponding stretch of S 0 : ν(NO) = 1509 cm -1 for η 2 -S 0 and 1770 cm -1 for iso-S 0 . 
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The DFT calculations indicate that our experimentally observed peaks cannot be assigned to η 2 -S 0 because the frequency of its NO stretch is outside of the experimentally observable range, however, we cannot rule out the possibility that this η 2 -S 0 isomer is formed by the pump pulse. Since the calculated NO modes of the iso-S 0 , S 1 and T 1 structures are all within error of the experimentally observed peaks, they are all candidates for both B and C. The calculated frequencies do not provide any information about the dynamics of these complexes; their energies and the barriers connecting them provide the crucial remaining evidence.
Potential Energy Surfaces
One-dimensional slices of the ground and two lowest excited potential energy surfaces (S 0 , T 1 , and S 1 )
of Co(CO) 3 (NO) were calculated to aid in the identification of B and C. Since the Co-N-O bond angle appears roughly to be the relevant reaction coordinate, a constrained potential energy scan was calculated while fixing this parameter at successive bond angles ranging between 80º and 180 o . The 12 remaining 3N-7 degrees of freedom were fully optimized at each point. The results of these calculations are presented in Figure 10a .
Ground and Lowest Excited State Potential Energy Surfaces
Figure 10a confirms that the global minimum on the S 0 potential has a linear-NO structure and predicts that a ca. 28 kcal/mol barrier connects S 0 to η 2 -S 0 . The reverse barrier is only ca. 3 kcal/mol, suggesting that even if η 2 -S 0 were formed, it would quickly isomerize back to S 0 . 8, 68 Iso-S 0 is less stable than S 1 and T 1 ( Table 2 ) and a significant barrier exists to accessing it from either state (refer to SI).
Thus, neither B nor C is due to iso-S 0 . This is consistent with previous studies that have shown that multiple photons are needed to form iso-S 0 from S 0 and that the formation of iso-S 0 relies upon the presence of a stable, photochemically accessible η 2 -S 0 intermediate. 8, 21, 22 Since neither species B nor C can be assigned to η 2 -S 0 or iso-S 0 , the unassigned peaks must be due to excited state bent-NO complexes. The calculated NO stretching frequencies for both T 1 (1664 cm -1 ) and Since the calculated NO stretching frequencies of S 1 and T 1 are indistinguishable given the accuracy of DFT calculations, 36 we have used the calculated potentials in Figures 10b and 10c to further differentiate between them. Figures 10b and 10c show the "vertical" energies of S 0 , single-point energy calculations that were performed at the optimized structures of the paired opt state. Figure 10c shows that S 1 and S 0 are close in energy in the vicinity of the minimum on the S 1 potential. 11, 70, 71 We estimate that there is a ca. 2 kcal/mol energetic barrier to accessing the point of closest approach from the minimum energy structure of S 1 . However, in the case of the S 1 S 0 transition, the coupling between the states is strong and thus the nonadiabatic transition may occur before the classical barrier is crossed.
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Therefore, S 1 must be short-lived (i.e. less than 1 ps) and cannot be assigned to C, which exists for at least 700 ps. Figure 10b shows also shows a close approach between T 1 and S 0 along the Co-N-O angle. However, because T 1 is a high-spin state, it is reasonable that it is long-lived. The magnitude of spin-orbit coupling in this vicinity-not calculated for these species but typically on the order of 20-200 cm -1 -would lower the nonadiabatic transition probability for T 1 S 0 transition as compared to the S 1 S 0 transition. 62, 73, 74 Further, there is a small classical barrier (~3 kcal/mol) to accessing the point of closest approach between T 1 and S 0 from the minimum energy T 1 structure, akin to the inverted region of Marcus theory. 75, 76 In other words, because the T 1 S 0 transition is spin-forbidden, the coupling between the states is weak in all regions except for the crossing point between the states. Thus, before the system can undergo the nonadiabatic transition to ground state, it must pass over the classical barrier to access the crossing point. 75, 76 As a result, it is reasonable to expect the bent-NO complex in the T 1 to be long-lived. Moreover, since T 1 is a coordinatively unsaturated species in the ground triplet state, it is expected to be unreactive on the picosecond time scale when in solution with saturated alkanes.
62,64,77,78
Since the calculated NO stretching frequency of T 1 is in good agreement with the experimentally observed C peak and since the calculated potentials suggest that T 1 would be a stable on the picosecond time scale, we assign species C to the bent-NO complex in the ground triplet state, T 1 .
Higher Excited State Potential Energy Surfaces
The identification of the short-lived species, B, remains. Given that the NO stretch of B is red-shifted relative to A and slightly blue-shifted relative to C, we expect that B should be assigned to a complex with a NO ligand that is "less bent" than the NO ligand in C. The S 1 complex has a bent-NO ligand, but the S 1 NO stretch is slightly red-shifted, not blue-shifted, from the corresponding mode of C. Further, the nonadiabatic S 1 S 0 transition is also more plausible than the spin-forbidden S 1 T 1 transition, so that if the bent-NO S 1 complex were formed, it would quickly isomerize to the parent rather than decaying to form C (T 1 ).
Since no evidence exists for a bent-NO complex that is less bent than C on the ground state (S 0 ) or either of the two lowest excited states (S 1 or T 1 ), we expect that B corresponds to a complex on a higher excited state. We expect that B corresponds to an excited state complex that decays to form T 1 with a time constant of 350 ps that is either due to a classical barrier or due to low nonadiabatic coupling between the states. To further explore this possibility, we have plotted TD-DFT vertical excitation energies of the higher excited singlet and triplet states along the 588 cm -1 NO bending mode (the same coordinate as Figure 8 ). Figure 11 shows four states that arise from the original, doubly degenerate HOMO and LUMO of A. The singlet states are shown in green (circles), and the triplet states are shown in red (triangles). As mentioned earlier, the positive bending mode (right side of Figure 11 ), the NO ligand bends so that it bisects two of the CO ligands, whereas in the negative bending mode (left side), the structure is eclipsed so that the NO is bent directly towards the remaining CO group. Optimization of these states would lead to more pronounced minima and shift of the Co-N-O angle, as has been observed for T 1 and S 1 . All but one of the states in Figure 11 have at least one local minimum that corresponds to a structure with a bent-NO group, and all of the bent-NO structures on the higher states have NO ligands that are less bent than T 1 (C). 79 Therefore, based on the bond angles alone, we cannot determine which of the higher excited states corresponds to B.
The relative energies and topographies of the excited states in Figure 11 provide the additional information necessary to identify B. Three singlet states labeled S 1 , S 2 and S 3 are in the vicinity of the photon energy shown in Figure 11 (dashed line at 71 kcal/mol). TD-DFT calculated transition dipole moments predict that only the degenerate S 1 and S 3 states have non-zero oscillator strengths, suggesting that 400-nm photolysis leads to the population of these states, both of which have minimum energy structures with bent-NO ligands. However, all of the singlet excited states with bent-NO ligands intersect with another excited state, typically in the vicinity of local minima. As a result, any population in the excited singlet states will rapidly relax to the lowest energy singlet state, S 0 . These dynamics are all expected to occur more quickly than we can observe experimentally; 80 thus, none of the excited singlet states are expected to be involved in the experimentally observed dynamics. It is possible that this pathway occurs and may contribute to the low quantum yield of the pathway involved in the formation of B and C.
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The topography of the excited triplet states is quite different and suggests that B corresponds to either the T 2 or T 3 excited triplet states in Figure 11 . A relatively large energy gap separates the ground triplet state (T 1 ) and the higher triplet states (T 2 and T 3 ), suggesting that the higher triplet states will be relatively long-lived. The point of closest approach between T 1 and the higher triplet states (T 2 and T 3 )
along this coordinate occurs when the Co-N-O bond is bent into an eclipsed structure, at which point T 1 is ca. 5 kcal/mol lower in energy than the higher states. Significant distortion of this structure would be required for favorable coupling to T 1 . Since the staggered and eclipsed minima in the T 2 state and the eclipsed T 3 minimum are nearly isoenergetic and connected by small barriers (ca. 3 kcal/mol), we cannot determine which structure (staggered or eclipsed) or which electronic state (T 2 or T 3 )
corresponds to B. Intuitively, one would expect that the eclipsed structure would be more stable.
However, since we cannot perform a full optimization, we cannot rigorously rule out the possibility that B corresponds to the staggered structure. A reasonable conjecture is that the excited state structure would have to access the small, but non-zero, barrier connecting the staggered and eclipsed structures in Figure 11 multiple times before transition to T 1 occurs. In other words, the molecule may switch back and forth between the staggered and eclipsed structures on either the T 2 and the T 3 surfaces before relaxing to T 1 . While some ambiguity remains in assigning B to either T 2 or T 3 , 81 it is clear from our analysis that B is an excited state triplet complex with a bent-NO ligand. Species B is stable for ca. 350
ps before relaxing to form species C, a bent-NO complex in the ground triplet state (T 1 ).
IV. Discussion and Conclusions
Using time-resolved infrared spectroscopy and DFT modeling we have, for the first time, directly observed a photoinduced linear-to-bent NO geometry change in a transition-metal complex. Excited states with bent-NO ligands in transition-metal-NO complexes have been proposed in the literature for 40 years, but the formation of these excited states has never been directly observed. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] We have observed two kinetically correlated, excited triplet bent-NO complexes that exist on the picosecond time scale. We propose the mechanism shown in Figure 12 for the photochemical formation of these bent-NO complexes. Photolysis of Co(CO) 3 (NO) with a single pulse of 400-nm light leads to population of a manifold of short-lived excited states which decay to an excited triplet state (either T 2 or T 3 in Figure   11 ) in less than one picosecond. The excited triplet structure has a bent NO ligand with a Co-N-O bond angle predicted to be roughly 155 o -166º. 82 This structure is stable for 350 ps before nonadiabatic coupling induces a transition to the ground triplet state (T 1 ). The most stable structure in T 1 also has a bent NO ligand with a Co-N-O bond angle of 137 o . The bent-NO complex in T 1 is observable throughout the remainder of our experiment. T 1 is expected to ultimately decay back to the parent, but we do not observe these dynamics on the picosecond time scale.
The UV-visible absorption spectrum in Figure 2 indicates that the formation of the bent-NO complexes is a minor photochemical pathway, 25, 27 which is further verified by the low intensity of the B NO and C NO peaks in Figure 4 . We expect that the triplet bent-NO complexes were not observed in past studies of Co(CO) 3 (NO) because the quantum yield for this pathway is so low. 25 It is possible that this pathway is more significant in other systems, but since the bent-NO complexes are excited state structures, they may be too short-lived to be observed by conventional methods. 80 Further experimental and theoretical investigations are suggested to determine the generality of this mechanism and to determine the effect that this pathway has on the photophysical properties of other transition-metal-NO compounds.
Questions remain concerning the generality of this mechanism. Numerous studies have proposed that Previous studies have ruled out stable triplet states with bent-NO ligands using ESR spectroscopy of complexes such as [Fe(CN) 5 (NO)] 2-and Cp*Ni(NO). 11 There are two possible reasons why the bent-NO complexes were not observed in those studies: (1) the excited state complexes are too short lived or (2) the T 1 bent-NO complex is formed in low yield. Even if the latter option is true, any small loss to T 1 may hold significant consequences for accurate and reliable data storage.
In addition, there is interest in transition-metal-NO complexes because they are important in medical applications that rely on the controlled release of NO from metal complexes. 2, 3, [5] [6] [7] The η 2 -NO and ON structural isomers are proposed to be important to these processes because the metal-NO bond is weaker in these structures compared to complexes with linear-NO ligands. 6 Similarly, the metal-NO bond is weaker in bent-NO complexes compared to linear-NO structures. 1 Our work suggests that bent-NO complexes may also be used to control NO signaling in biological systems. However, this study is the first to report the photochemical formation bent-NO complexes, and it is still unclear if there are similar mechanisms for more biologically relevant transition-metal-NO complexes.
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analysis of basis set and functional dependence of relevant DFT frequencies, (8) (Figure 9 ), but our experiments indicate that the singlet-triplet energy gap is still high enough in solution that the reaction does not occur on a picosecond timescale. is presented in the SI.
66. An eclipsed bent structure, in which the NO bends directly toward a neighboring CO ligand, was found to be a first-order saddle point connecting equivalent minima.
67. The differences in the CO bond parameters are insignificant, and are limited to a minor (<5º)
bending of the carbonyl bonds and breaking of symmetry due to the presence of the bent nitrosyl ligand.
Additionally, no significant changes were observed in the carbonyl frequencies of the different isomers on the ground or excited potentials. 35 Figure 12 . Photochemical mechanism for the formation of excited state bent-NO complexes of Co(CO) 3 (NO). While it clear that B corresponds to a triplet excited state complex with a bent-NO ligand, we cannot definitively say which state (T 2 or T 3 in Figure 11 ) is populated. 
